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Synergistic etch rates during low-energetic plasma etching of hydrogenated amorphous carbon
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The etch mechanisms of hydrogenated amorphous carbon thin films in low-energetic (~2 eV) high flux plasmas are investigated with spectroscopic ellipsometry. The results indicate a synergistic effect for the etch rate between argon ions and atomic hydrogen, even at these extremely low kinetic energies. Ion-assisted chemical sputtering is the primary etch mechanism in both Ar/H₂ and pure H₂ plasmas, although a contribution of swift chemical sputtering to the total etch rate is not excluded. Furthermore, ions determine to a large extent the surface morphology during plasma etching. A high influx of ions enhances the etch rate and limits the surface roughness, whereas a low ion flux promotes graphitization and leads to a large surface roughness (up to 60 nm). © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4730924]

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon is widely used as wall material inside existing experimental nuclear fusion reactors. The next generation fusion reactor ITER will likewise use carbon in part of the divertor. Significant erosion of ITER’s divertor wall is expected due to the steady state particle and energy flux of up to 10²¹ m⁻² s⁻¹ and up to 10 MW m⁻², respectively.¹⁻³ This eroded carbon material is then redeposited throughout the reactor in the form of hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H). Such deposits have been found within the divertor, thus close to the carbon source, but also elsewhere inside existing fusion reactors.⁴,⁵ However, the presence of these a-C:H layers is not without concern. The primary concern is co-deposition of tritium, a radioactive hydrogen isotope, and part of the fuel mixture. This forms a safety issue as well as a fuel inventory problem.⁵ ITER will therefore only use a carbon-based divertor wall during the hydrogen and deuterium startup and conditioning phase of the reactor.⁶,⁷ A second issue is performance degradation of the plasma-facing optical components when coated with a-C:H.⁸⁻¹⁰ In situ low-temperature plasma etching will be part of the maintenance procedure of these components since replacement will not always be immediately possible.⁸,⁹ A third issue is that a-C:H lacks the good thermo-nuclear properties of the original carbon wall. How these layers and the wall in general behave under the plasma conditions expected in ITER remains an open question.¹ In particular, plasma etching of carbon with an ion energy in between thermal energy and 10 eV has not yet been fully investigated.¹⁰

Previous studies of carbon etching—with ion energies between 10 eV and 5 keV—have established several etch mechanisms in literature.¹¹⁻¹⁸ Two of those mechanisms, i.e. chemical sputtering and ion-assisted chemical erosion, describe a synergistic effect in the etch rate when simultaneously exposing a-C:H to both radicals and ions (see also Sec. II).¹³,¹⁷,¹⁹ The ion energy is thereby higher than the binding energy (~3 – 5 eV) for the carbon bonds, yet lower than the threshold for physical sputtering (~32 – 58 eV). The difference between both mechanisms lies in the role of the incident ions. These ions either facilitate the thermal desorption of etch products or participate in the etch process by breaking carbon bonds. This paper investigates whether such a synergistic effect also exists for a-C:H thin films exposed to a low-temperature plasma with an ion energy below 2 eV. To that end, experiments have been carried out in a linear plasma reactor with pure argon and hydrogen plasmas as well as mixtures thereof. a-C:H thin films deposited with plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PE-CVD) are used as a model material.²⁰⁻²² The incident ion flux is thereby determined via electrical probe measurements, while radical fluxes are estimated from previous work in our group. Variations in the particle flux between the different plasma systems can then be accounted for when comparing the etch rates of each system. The etch rates themselves can be determined with a variety of methods such as colorimetry, contact profilometry, and ellipsometry.¹⁵,¹⁷,²³⁻²⁵ In contrast with contact profilometry on graphite, for instance (spectroscopic) ellipsometry (SE) can be applied in situ on an a-C:H thin film.¹⁵,¹⁷,²⁴ Single wavelength ellipsometry is widely used in literature to investigate plasma etching.¹⁵,¹⁷,²⁴ Although this method has a high time resolution, the data analysis does not provide a unique solution for the thickness evolution without additional information about the initial thickness. This issue can be circumvented through the use of spectroscopic ellipsometry.²⁶,²⁷ Therefore, this paper employs spectroscopic ellipsometry in combination with a B-spline model (Sec. III B) to determine etch rates. The existence of a synergistic effect in
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a plasma with very low ion energy will then be ascertained from a comparison of these etch rates. Not only the etch rates, but also the evolution in surface roughness will be discussed for the different plasma systems. One of the more striking results is the extreme roughening of a-C:H in a pure hydrogen plasma. This phenomena will be explained via modification of the surface material by low kinetic energy ions.

II. AMORPHOUS CARBON ETCH MECHANISMS

The different etch mechanisms, as mentioned in the introduction, include chemical erosion, ion-assisted chemical erosion, chemical sputtering, and swift chemical sputtering (SCS). These four etch mechanisms will now be discussed in more detail. The reader is also referred to the review work by Jacob.33,34

Chemical erosion can occur when an a-C:H sample is exposed to an atomic hydrogen beam.35–37 An important step in chemical erosion is the conversion of sp\(^2\) into sp\(^3\) groups through hydrogenation. This will lead in some situations to the formation of a dangling bond (DB). Passivation of such a DB by another incident hydrogen atom results in the formation of a sp\(^3\) group. The DB can alternatively be passivated through the release of volatile CH\(_3\) (or more general C\(_x\)H\(_y\)) radical groups, which results in a sp\(^2\) group. A similar (back) conversion of sp\(^3\) into sp\(^2\) groups occurs though hydrogen abstraction, with a corresponding release mechanism of volatile hydrocarbon groups. The cross section for hydrogen abstraction is, however, one order of magnitude smaller than hydrogenation.36 The result of chemical erosion is thus a net increase in sp\(^3\) groups and removal of surface material. The etch rate for sp\(^2\) rich films will also be lower than for sp\(^3\) poor films, when the film is exposed to a constant flux of radicals.27 Hydrogen abstraction furthermore is an Eley-Rideal process, in which the reaction proceeds directly without the surface nuclei are no longer shielded from each other and the bond depth.17–19,49,50 The incident hydrogen radicals immediately break the C–H bond. This will remove material from the surface if the sp\(^3\) groups are no longer shielded from each other and the bond depth.48

The yield for chemical erosion is negligibly below 34 meV (400 K) and varies from 0.001 to 0.1 above 34 meV, with a maximum at 52 meV (600 K).16,18,35,36,40 These yields were reported for an atomic H flux of \(10^{15} – 10^{20} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}\). H\(_2\) recombination above 600 K causes the reduction in the yield.1 The activation energy \(E_a\) for the erosion of a methyl (CH\(_3\)) group from the carbon network of an a-C:H film falls in the range of 1.6 – 2.5 eV (Fig. 1).27,33,35,36,41 Similar values of 1.7 – 1.9 eV are found for graphite etching.1,42,43 Even though this falls below the binding energy of 3.5 eV of a C\(_{\text{network}}\)-CH\(_3\) bond, the energy gain from re-hybridization of the carbon network from sp\(^3\) to sp\(^2\) accounts for the low activation energy.33,36,44 Weakly bonded hydrocarbons — either created after a chemical erosion reaction or (re-)deposited on the a-C:H surface — have an \(E_a\) on the order of 0.6 eV for thermal desorption.45,46 Breaking the C\(_{\text{network}}\)-CH\(_3\) bond is thus the rate-limiting step in chemical erosion.15

The erosion can moreover be enhanced by simultaneously irradiating the surface with ions (\(10^{16} – 10^{24} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}\)).1,10,13,14,16–18,40,45,47,48 The kinetic energy of the incident ions is thereby below the threshold for physical sputtering (32 eV for H\(^+\); 58 eV for Ar\(^+\)).13 When the ions transfer sufficient kinetic energy for the erosion of a CH\(_3\) (or higher C\(_x\)H\(_y\)) radical group, but do not break any bonds themselves, the process is called ion-assisted chemical erosion.13 Chemical sputtering is a similar process, in which the incident ions do break carbon bonds within their surface penetration depth.17–19,49,50 The incident hydrogen radicals immediately passivate the newly formed DBs, thereby creating hydrocarbon groups that will eventually desorb. The energy required to break C–C and C–H bonds is about 3 – 5 eV, with the energy of the incident ion at least a few eV’s above that.51 The erosion yield \((10^{–3} – 10^2)\) depends furthermore on the ion energy and incident ion flux and, all else being equal, is higher for a-C:H than for graphite.1,10,14,16,18,40,45,47,48

The fourth and last mechanism explained here is swift chemical sputtering, which first came to light via numerical modelling of very high hydrogen fluxes (up to \(10^{29} \text{ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}\)) incident on an a-C:H surface.52–55 An incident hydrogen radical enters the space occupied by a carbon-carbon bond. The nuclei are no longer shielded from each other and the bond will break, resulting in a dangling bond and a newly formed CH bond. This will remove material from the surface if the carbon bond was only the remaining connection to the carbon network of the a-C:H sample.27,29,30 Passivation of the DB occurs again either by another incident hydrogen atom or through the release of a CH\(_3\) radical group, provided that the DB became part of the carbon network. As the name already suggests, SCS is a very fast process that leaves no opportunity to the carbon network to thermalize before the bond is broken. SCS has no inherent temperature-dependent etch rate, although numerical simulations reveal a threshold of about 1 – 3 eV.52,55,56 The SCS yield for kinetic energies below 10 eV varies from 0.003 to 0.009 between 300 and 700 K.52,54 In this description, the incident hydrogen bonds
to the eroded material. Salonen et al., however, note that the hydrogen radical would also sometimes bond to the surface itself.22

Two etch mechanisms which fall far outside of the experimental conditions of this paper are radiation enhanced sublimation (>1300 K substrate temperature) and hydrogen enhanced physical sputtering (150 eV argon ions). Another differentiator besides the ion energy is that the radical flux far exceeds the ion flux in both ion-assisted chemical erosion and chemical sputtering, whereas this situation is reversed in hydrogen enhanced physical sputtering (see, e.g. Refs. 57 and 58 for more details).

III. HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS CARBON

The properties of hydrogenated amorphous carbon are to a large extent determined by the sp\(^2\) to sp\(^3\) ratio and hydrogen content of the material.59,60 The variety in sp\(^2\) to sp\(^3\) ratio and hydrogen content leads to several different types of a-C:H, many of which can be deposited by PE-CVD.20–22,59 PE-CVD is a well known technique in our group and is used in this work as well to prepare a-C:H samples for etching. The deposited carbon material should furthermore be seen as a generic material model for carbon rather than the study of a very specific type of a-C:H. Even so, the (initial) properties of these samples together with the deposition process are described in Sec. III A. In situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (Sec. III B) monitors sample properties such as thickness and roughness during plasma etching.

A. Deposition and characteristics

a-C:H samples are pre-deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition on a similar reactor as described in Sec. IV.20–22 To deposit these samples, acetylene (15 sccs) is added via an injection ring to an Ar plasma (100 sccs, 75 A, 4.5 kW) at a background (BG) pressure of 30 Pa. The substrate temperature is 250° C, with a backflow of helium (1 sccs) for improved thermal contact. Last, a deposition time of 30 s results in a film thickness of about 1 \( \mu \)m. The film carrier is a Si wafer with a 1.6 nm native oxide layer.

After deposition, these samples are stored in a desiccator to minimize exposure to the ambient air.61 Of every deposited sample, a surface area of 200 mm\(^2\) is exposed to the plasma during the etching experiments discussed in this paper. Previous studies have characterized these a-C:H samples as graphitic carbon (i.e., a high sp\(^2\) content) with less than 5% of sp\(^1\) bonds.21,62 The sp\(^2\) to sp\(^3\) ratio is estimated to be around 0.52.63 With a density of 1.7 \( \times \) 10\(^6\) g/m\(^3\), an atomic content of 30% hydrogen and 70% carbon, the total number of atoms # in a 1 \( \mu \)m thick film is estimated to be 7 \( \times \) 10\(^{19}\). For a given etch rate \( ER \) in nm/min (Sec. III B) and the total ion and radical flux \( \Gamma \) in m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), the yield \( Y \) of eroded carbon atoms per incident particle can then be calculated with

\[
Y = 9.95 \times 10^{17} \times ER / \Gamma.
\]

B. In situ spectroscopic ellipsometry

In situ measurements are performed with a rotating compensator ellipsometer measuring in the visible and near infrared wavelength range (0.75 – 5.0 eV, J. A. Woollam Co., Inc. M2000U). The analysis software is CompleteEASE 3.55 and 4.06, from J. A. Woollam Co., Inc. The ellipsometer is mounted under an angle of \( \sim 68^\circ \). The data acquisition rate of the ellipsometer is typically set to 25 revolutions of the compensator per measurement (r/m) for the plasma mixtures and 100 r/m for the pure plasmas, with the high accuracy mode enabled. This indicates that each datapoint is averaged over 25 or 100 scans.

Analysis of spectroscopic ellipsometry data requires a (multi-layered) model that describes the interaction of the incident light with — as in our case — a diamond-like carbon thin film. The dielectric function of a-C:H is commonly described by one or more Tauc-Lorentz oscillators.26,31 However, as demonstrated in a previous paper on the film growth of these a-C:H samples, the use of a purely mathematical description of the dielectric function by means of basis-splines (B-splines) is also possible.22,32 This so-called B-spline model yields the thickness (\( d_{\text{bulk}} \)), roughness (\( d_{\text{roughness}} \)), and the dielectric function of the a-C:H sample.22 The void fraction of the roughness layer, which is modeled by a Bruggeman’s effective medium approximation (EMA),64 can be included in the fit parameters as well. Even so, fitting both the void fraction of the roughness layer and the dielectric function of the bulk layer causes correlation in the fitting parameters. To avoid this, the void fraction is always fixed at 50% when the substrate temperature changes during plasma exposure.

The B-spline model does not include a thin top layer with its own dielectric function and thickness, even though both hydrogen ions and radicals — when present in the plasma — are known to modify the first few nanometers of the carbon layer in terms of the sp\(^2\) to sp\(^3\) ratio.27,30 However, these changes were reported for very high ion energies (90 – 800 eV),27–29 whereas the ion energy in an expanding thermal plasma at floating potential is less than a few eV’s (see also Sec. IV A). Even though surface material is removed during plasma etching at the expense of this top layer, the underlying bulk material is continuously converted. Or viewed differently, the top layer maintains a semi-constant thickness while the bulk thickness decreases. Moreover, the thickness of such a top layer would be either (much) smaller or comparable in size to the roughness layer of our samples. In addition, because our samples are homogeneous after deposition,22 the dielectric function of this top layer cannot be determined beforehand since it has an effective thickness of zero at the onset of plasma treatment. The inclusion of a top layer in the model would therefore not yield the preferred results for our purposes. Although there is an apparent contradiction between this modification and excluding a top layer from the model \textit{ab initio}, the etch rate under our plasma conditions can only be susceptible to the sp\(^2\) to sp\(^3\) ratio at the exposed surface.

Both growth rates and etch rates of a carbon sample are given by the first order derivative of the total thickness (i.e., \( d_{\text{total}} = d_{\text{bulk}} + (1 - f_{\text{void}}) \times d_{\text{roughness}} \)) as a function of time. The etch rates discussed in this paper have been also smoothed by a first order Savitzky-Golay filter, with a window of 10 points wide. Unless otherwise specified, \textit{etch rate} in this text refers to the overall etch rate for the entire film.
Furthermore, the etch rate is proportional to the reaction rate at the surface, provided that the incident particle flux at the surface remains constant. This is the case in these experiments as the plasma conditions are not changed during the entire erosion process of a particular amorphous carbon sample. Last, the Arrhenius equation applies to the reaction rate when the erosion is thermally activated. The activation energy in the Arrhenius equation is determined from a linear fit of the logarithmic etch rate as function of the inverse temperature.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup in which the hydrogenated amorphous carbon samples are exposed to a plasma is described in Sec. IV A. A capacitive probe, described in Sec. IV B, is used to measure the ion flux at the position of the sample.

A. Expanding thermal plasma

The experimental setup is a linear plasma reactor with a cascaded arc as plasma source (Fig. 2). The arc is operated on a 60 A dc current and has an input power of 2.7 – 9 kW, depending on the gas mixture. It operates under high pressure and generates a thermal plasma which expands into a low pressure vacuum chamber with a background pressure set between 20 and 270 Pa. The substrate is located about 32 cm downstream from the arc. At the exit of the arc, the electron temperature $T_e$ is about 1 – 1.2 eV. This value drops to less than 0.3 eV (typically about 0.1 eV) at the position of the substrate. When no external bias is applied on the substrate during plasma etching, the peak of the ion energy distribution (IED) at floating potential is situated around 1 – 2 eV as was previously measured by Kudlacek et al. under similar plasma conditions. The arc is in this paper operated on Ar, H$_2$, D$_2$ or a gas mixture thereof. In previous work in our group, the dominant ion near the substrate was determined for each gas mixture. This is Ar$^+$ and H$_2^+$ (D$_2^+$) for a pure argon and pure hydrogen (deuterium) plasma, respectively. The dominant ion in case of an Ar/H$_2$ (Ar/D$_2$) plasma depends on the gas mixture. With less than 2% – 3% of H$_2$ (D$_2$), the ion composition consists of Ar$^+$, ArH$^+$ (ArD$^+$), and H$_2^+$ (D$_2^+$) in gas mixtures with a higher H$_2$ content, that role is again fulfilled by H$_3^+$. The cascaded arc and plasma expansion itself have been characterized in more detail elsewhere, e.g. Refs. 67 and 76).

Before any plasma is generated, the reactor is pumped down to a minimum base pressure of 5 x 10$^{-6}$ mbar. To minimize water content, the reactor wall is also kept at an elevated temperature of close to 310 K. The reactor is furthermore equipped with a shutter that protects a sample from direct exposure to the expanding thermal plasma. Prior to shutter retraction, a pure argon plasma is burned for 3 – 5 min to provide additional wall heating for outgassing and to replace, as much as possible, any gaseous impurities by argon. Despite these precautions, the presence of minute traces of hydrogen, oxygen, or water in the system cannot be excluded.

Furthermore, a backflow of helium (1 sccs) improves thermal contact between the substrate holder and the substrate (i.e. sample holder) itself. Despite active temperature control, an argon plasma will still heat up the substrate in this reactor. The temperature is therefore registered by a thermocouple, located a few mm’s to the side of the sample.

B. Capacitive probe

A direct measurement of the ion flux is obtained by operating a planar Langmuir probe as a so-called ion probe (i.e. a capacitive probe). The design, operating procedure, and characterization of an ion probe is described in detail by Petcu et al.

Our planar probe is embedded in a sample holder which provides a measurement directly at the position of the sample. The sample holder itself is electrically floating, whereas the collecting area (200 mm$^2$) is connected to a single external capacitor (12.7 ± 0.1 nF).

A pulsed slope-shape waveform signal (Fig. 1 in Ref. 78) with a downward slope from −5 to −10 V (20 V peak to peak) is applied on this capacitor by means of a waveform generator (TTI TG4001). When the correct frequency is used, the bias voltage on the collecting area is constant (−14 V) during the downward slope. This also results in a constant ion energy, which can be controlled through varying the applied voltage. Thus, both the flux and energy of the ions remain constant by applying a sloped, rather than a squared waveform.

The contribution of the electron current to the total current during the downward slope of the pulse shaped waveform can be neglected in the data analysis of Sec. V A. However, this approach is only valid if the bias voltage is sufficiently negative. The required bias voltage can be calculated from $V_{bias} = T_e \ln(A) + V_{plasma}$ with $A = R \times \sqrt{2\pi m_e/m_i}$. This expression has been derived from the ratio of the ion and electron fluxes. With a conservative estimate of 0.5 eV for the electron temperature and 0.5 V for the plasma potential at the
position of the substrate, the voltage limits are $-3.49 \, \text{V}$ for H$_2^+$ and $-4.15 \, \text{V}$ for Ar$^+$. The current in the electric circuit ($I_e$) is determined from the time variation in the absolute voltage drop ($|V_{\text{drop}}|$) over the capacitor during the downward slope (Eq. (1)), which is equal to the ion current ($I_{\text{ion}}$) collected by the probe (Eq. (2)).

\[
I_e = C \frac{d|V_{\text{drop}}|}{dt},
\]

(1)

\[
I_{\text{ion}} = eA\Gamma_{\text{ion}},
\]

(2)

with $\Gamma_{\text{ion}}$ the ion flux, $e$ the elementary charge, and $A$ the collecting area of the probe. Rewriting both equations yields a direct expression for the ion flux, which is independent of the ion mass,

\[
\Gamma_{\text{ion}} = \frac{C}{eA} \frac{d|V_{\text{drop}}|}{dt}.
\]

(3)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section on the experimental results is divided into three parts. The first part concerns the ion and radical flux incident on the a-C:H sample. The second part deals with the interaction between amorphous carbon and a pure hydrogen plasma, whereas Ar/H$_2$ and Ar/D$_2$ plasma mixtures are used in part three.

A newly deposited sample was used for every measurement. The deposition conditions and sample characteristics are mentioned in Sec. III A. Starting values for the thickness, roughness, and dielectric function for the samples discussed in this paper are determined prior to plasma exposure.

A. Incident ion and radical flux

The etch rate of a-C:H depends on the incident particle flux. In this section, the ion flux is measured directly at the surface by an ion probe, while estimates for the atomic hydrogen flux are given.

Fig. 3 shows the ion and H-flux in a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs H$_2$) as a function of background pressure.

![Graph showing ion and radical flux in a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs H$_2$).](image)

FIG. 3. Ion and radical flux in a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs, 60 A). Ion flux measurements are taken with a capacitive probe, at the position of the sample. The highest ion flux can be found at 33 Pa. Radical fluxes are estimated from previous work.80

The width of the plasma expansion at low pressures is wider than the collecting area of the ion probe. An increase in background pressure focuses the plasma onto the ion probe, which leads to higher measured fluxes. The plasma chemistry, however, is dominated by charge transfer and dissociative recombination reactions, which increases in number together with the background pressure. This leads to a reduction in the ion flux. The competition between both effects results in a maximum for the ion flux at 33 Pa, as observed in Fig. 3. The measurement error with electrical probes is on the order of $10\%$–$20\%$.78

The atomic hydrogen flux ($\Gamma_{\text{H}}$) in Fig. 3 is estimated from the density and thermal velocity of atomic H,$^{79}$

\[
\Gamma = \frac{n\nu_{\text{thermal}}}{4} = \frac{n\sqrt{kT/M}}{4},
\]

(4)

with $T$ the thermal temperature (0.1 eV) and M the hydrogen mass (1 amu). Atomic hydrogen densities have been previously measured in our group for similar plasma conditions.$^{80}$ The reported density at 20 Pa is $\sim 2 \times 10^{19} \, \text{m}^{-3}$, which is 5 times lower than the density of $\sim 10^{20} \, \text{m}^{-3}$ at 100 Pa.$^{80}$ The H density and thus flux at intermediate pressures are based on a linear extrapolation of these values. Higher background pressures lead to higher radical fluxes, whereas a maximum in the ion flux is observed in the relatively speaking — low pressure range.

The ion flux has also been measured in pure and mixed argon plasmas for a background pressure of 100 Pa. The ion current in a pure argon plasma (50 sccs Ar) was too high to be measured directly with the ion probe. Ion saturation current measurements under the same plasma conditions, however, could be obtained with a double Langmuir probe in a similar reactor without substrate. This yields an ion flux of $1.4 \times 10^{22} \, \text{m}^{-2} \, \text{s}^{-1}$.81

The gas flow for the mixed plasma systems consists of 50 sccs Ar and 1 sccs of either H$_2$ or D$_2$. H$_2$ is injected via the arc or directly into the BG, whereas D$_2$ is only injected via the arc. The ion flux in these three systems as measured with the ion probe can be found in Table I. Immediately apparent is the drastic reduction (2–3 orders of magnitude) in ion flux when H$_2$ or D$_2$ is added to the reactor. Only the radical density in an Ar/H$_2$:BG plasma was previously measured in our group under these plasma conditions. An atomic H density of $2.8 \times 10^{19} \, \text{m}^{-3}$ yields a flux of $2.2 \times 10^{22} \, \text{m}^{-2} \, \text{s}^{-1}$, assuming a thermal temperature of 0.1 eV. This is more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than the ion flux. H and D fluxes for the two remaining systems are expected to have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma conditions</th>
<th>Ion flux (m$^{-2} , \text{s}^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Radical flux (m$^{-2} , \text{s}^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{22}$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs H$_2$ (BG)</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{20}$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs H$_2$ (arc)</td>
<td>$8.5 \times 10^{19}$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs D$_2$ (arc)</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{20}$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. The ion and radical fluxes for different plasma systems. Arc current and background pressure are 60 A and 100 Pa, respectively, for all systems. BG indicates gas injection directly in the background of the reactor.
the same order of magnitude. Etch rates for $a$-$C:H$ under these plasma conditions are determined in Sec. V C.

B. Changes in a-$C$:H properties

The results in this section will show the influence of a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs, 60 A) on the characteristics of an $a$-$C$:H sample as well as the influence of these evolving characteristics on the etch rate.

First, changes in the sample’s morphology are determined. The background pressure and substrate temperature are set to a constant 46 Pa and 241 °C respectively. The dielectric function is determined beforehand and fixed for every thickness (i.e., every datapoint). The unbiased maximum likelihood estimator $\chi^2$ — which is a measure of the fit quality — for this particular sample reaches 68. If the void fraction is varied, on the other hand, $\chi$ drops below 25 as can be seen in Fig. 4. Also shown are the time evolution in the thickness, the roughness, the etch rate, and the void fraction of the EMA roughness layer during plasma exposure.

During plasma exposure, the roughness increases continuously from 7 to 62 nm. The initial roughness of 7 nm is thereby larger than the as-deposited roughness due to the pretreatment with an argon plasma. A roughening is also seen in the cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM; model JEOL 7500FA) images (Fig. 5). The first image was taken from an as-deposited sample, whereas the sample in the second image was exposed to a hydrogen plasma. The large surface features are debris as a result from breaking the sample. Also notice the reduction in thickness between those two images. Although a roughness of 60 nm is too large for an AFM to probe, AFM measurements do show a change in topography from bump-like structures to more peaked structures (Fig. 6). The AFM (NT-MDT solver P47 with NSG 10 tips) is operated in tapping mode to avoid damage to the sample and scans a $2 \times 2 \mu m^2$ area with a resolution of 512 × 512 points. The RMS roughness of the AFM and SE roughnesses of the as-deposited sample are 4.8 and 7.6 ± 0.1 nm, respectively. These values are 11.8 and 25.0 ± 0.2 nm, respectively, for the etched sample in Fig. 6, which had an initial SE roughness of 6.0 ± 0.3 nm. Furthermore, an exponential fit of the autocorrelation function, i.e., the distance beyond which one peak no longer affects another peak, yields an e-folding length of 82.2 ± 1.8 and 69.2 ± 1.5 nm for the as-deposited and etched sample, respectively. This likewise indicates a roughening of the surface.

This change in morphology and the large increase in $d_{\text{roughness}}$ indicates a preferential etching mechanism, whereby the surface valleys have a locally higher etch rate than the hills of the roughness layer. In contrast with the

FIG. 4. An a-$C$:H sample is exposed to a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs, 60 A, 46 Pa) at a constant substrate temperature of 241 °C. (a) The fit quality of a B-spline model with variable void fraction, (b) void fraction of the roughness layer, (c) the roughness, (d) thickness, and (e) etch rate of the sample.
roughness, which increases as a function of time, both the void fraction and the etch rate show a maximum as a function of time. The void fraction determined with spectroscopic ellipsometry starts low (31%), but reaches a maximum (77%) rather quickly. Afterwards, it decreases smoothly to 61%. The etch rate exhibits similar behaviour, although the maximum of 5.0 nm/min is reached at a later point in time. The etch rate drops more than 40% in the first 60 min after this maximum, while the reduction in the void fraction is less than 20% for the same length of time. Since the plasma conditions are not changed while etching, the incident ion and radical flux are assumed constant. If the surface area is furthermore assumed to be a linear function of both $d_{\text{roughness}}$ and $f_{\text{void}}$, then it can be stated that the etch rate decreases while the total surface area continues to increase.

Second, Fig. 7 shows the temperature dependent etch rate for two different background pressures: 25 Pa and 100 Pa. This confirms that the erosion is thermally activated and that an activation energy can thus be determined from these measurements. The 100 Pa measurement can be described with an $E_a$ of 0.259 ± 0.003 eV over the inverse temperature range from 1.73 × 10⁻³ up to 2.54 × 10⁻³ K⁻¹, as listed in the first part of Table II. A single activation energy will clearly not suffice for the measurement at 25 Pa and is therefore divided into three intervals. The first interval, which goes from 1.81 × 10⁻³ to 2.54 × 10⁻³ K⁻¹, is comparable to the measured temperature range at 100 Pa and yields an $E_a$ of 0.284 ± 0.005 eV. The second interval with an $E_a$ of 0.094 ± 0.005 eV continues from 2.54 × 10⁻³ K⁻¹ and extends up to 2.86 × 10⁻¹ K⁻¹. The large drop in etch rate, which is covered by a third interval, has an $E_a$ of 0.094 ± 0.005 eV. The activation energy will be further discussed in Sec. VI A.

Third, the etch rate at 100 Pa in Fig. 7 is 4–9 times higher than the etch rate at 25 Pa. Fig. 3 on the other hand shows that the ion flux at 100 Pa (4.41 × 10¹⁸ m⁻² s⁻¹) is less than half of the ion flux at 25 Pa (1.06 × 10¹⁹ m⁻² s⁻¹), while the atomic H flux increases with a factor of 4 from ~2 × 10²² at 25 Pa to ~8 × 10²² m⁻² s⁻¹ at 100 Pa. This indicates that the incident atomic H flux plays a dominant role in the erosion process of a-C:H. The yield per total hydrogen flux (i.e. radicals and ions combined) is on the order of 2 × 10⁻⁴ at the high temperature range (515 K) and 2 × 10⁻⁵ at the low temperature range (350 K), which are lower than the yields found in literature (Sec. II).

The fourth and last point in this section concerns the ion energy itself. Fig. 8 shows the etch rate at 33 Pa, i.e. the highest ion flux according to Fig. 3. The substrate temperature during the measurement increases from about 364 to 371 K. This has a negligible effect on the etch rate as can be seen in Fig. 4. The ion energy is furthermore controlled by means of the capacitive probe (see also Sec. IV B), onto which an a-C:H sample can be clamped. Such a sample acts as an additional capacitor in the electrical circuit, which can distort the applied waveform signal and thus the bias voltage at the sample’s surface unless the film thickness $d$ is small relative to the Debye length $\lambda_d$,

$$d \ll \varepsilon_r \lambda_d,$$

with $\varepsilon_r$ the dielectric constant of the film. A dielectric constant of 5.2 and a Debye length of 30 μm—for an electron density and temperature of 6.1 × 10¹⁵ m⁻³ and 0.1 eV, respectively—gives an upper limit of 156 μm for the film thickness. The thickness in the measurement presented here decreases from ~980 to ~870 nm, thus well below this limit.
upper limit. This thickness evolution furthermore translates into a capacitance of ~9 to ~11 nF for the a-C:H film. When the 1.6 nm thin native oxide layer of the Si substrate is considered as well, then the capacitance of the sample exceeds that of the external capacitor. This is a second, although less stringent, requirement for a proper functionality of the ion probe.77,78 Regardless, the bias voltage at the a-C:H surface cannot be measured directly and distortions of the applied pulse shape, therefore, cannot be completely excluded. The bias voltage as measured over the external capacitor is indicated in Fig. 8. The manually regulated frequency of the applied waveform signal is 1–12 kHz with a duty cycle of 90%.

The etch rate in Fig. 8 shows a nearly threefold increase when going from floating potential to a bias voltage of ~9.1 V. This jump is repeated near the end of the measurement with a doubling of the etch rate. The etch rate in between both jumps steadily decreases together with the bias voltage. The effect of the surface roughness, which increased from about 5 to 26 nm, can however not be excluded as an alternative cause for this decreasing etch rate (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, both jumps in etch rate at the beginning and end of the measurement indicate that the ions in our hydrogen plasmas play a role in a-C:H etching even though they contribute less than 0.02% to the total incident flux.

Table II. The activation energy for different plasma systems, as determined from Figs. 8 and 9. The arc current is 60 A for all systems. The background pressure is 100 Pa, unless otherwise specified. The last column shows the temperature range for which the activation energy was fitted. BG indicates gas injection directly in the background of the reactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma conditions</th>
<th>E_a (eV)</th>
<th>T^{-1} (10^{-3} K^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 100 Pa</td>
<td>0.259 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1.73 – 2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 25 Pa</td>
<td>0.284 ± 0.005</td>
<td>1.81 – 2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 25 Pa</td>
<td>0.094 ± 0.005</td>
<td>2.54 – 2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 25 Pa</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.92 – 3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs H\textsubscript{2} (BG)</td>
<td>0.227 ± 0.002</td>
<td>1.95 – 2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs H\textsubscript{2} (arc)</td>
<td>0.265 ± 0.002</td>
<td>1.95 – 2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs D\textsubscript{2} (arc)</td>
<td>0.221 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1.95 – 2.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Etch rates Ar/H\textsubscript{2} and Ar/D\textsubscript{2} plasmas

Fig. 9 shows the etch rate as function of the inverse substrate temperature for Ar/H\textsubscript{2} and Ar/D\textsubscript{2} plasmas. The etch rates are comparable for H\textsubscript{2} and D\textsubscript{2} when these gasses are injected via the arc, which is consistent with the small isotopic effect on the etch yields at low temperatures.16,36 Direct injection of H\textsubscript{2} into the reactor systematically lowers the etch rate as can be seen in the graph. This indicates a more efficient hydrogen radical production in the arc than within the reactor. The etch yields themselves are on the order of 10^{-2}.

Previous work in our group by Gielen et al. returned an etch rate of 18 – 60 nm/min for soft and hard a-C:H films.65 Based on these etch rates and the experimental conditions (100 sccs Ar, 10 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 48 A arc current) as used by Gielen et al., the Ar\textsuperscript{+} ion flux is expected to be lower than in our case. Gielen et al. furthermore reported an activation energy of about 0.43 eV (1.7 – 1.9 × 10^{-3} K^{-1}).65 Activation energies for the three plasma systems in Fig. 9 are determined over the inverse temperature range from 1.73 × 10^{-3} up to

---

**FIG. 7.** Etch rate in a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 60 A). An activation energy is derived from the different fit lines.

**FIG. 8.** Etch rate in a pure hydrogen plasma (50 sccs H\textsubscript{2}, 60 A, 33 Pa, 91–98 °C T\textsubscript{substrate}) for different ion energies. The bias voltage is indicated in the graph. The smoothing window of the Savitzky-Golay filter is 20 points wide.

**FIG. 9.** The etch rate of a-C:H in an argon plasma (50 sccs, 60 A, 100 Pa), admixed with 1 sccs of H\textsubscript{2} injected via the background (full line), H\textsubscript{2} injected via the arc (dashed line), or D\textsubscript{2} injected via the arc (dotted line).
2.54 × 10^{-3} \text{ K}^{-1}. The results — listed in the second part of Table II — vary from 0.221 ± 0.003 to 0.265 ± 0.002 eV and are much lower than Gielen’s value. A variation in the sample properties, such as the density or sp^2 to sp^3 ratio, between ours and Gielen’s work is a probable cause for this difference in activation energy.

The last result shown in this section concerns the roughness evolution during carbon erosion. In contrast with the pure H_2 plasma where a large increase is seen, the roughness in these three mixed systems fluctuates only about 1 nm around the initial value (Fig. 10). Larger variations are only observed near the end of the sample’s lifetime, during which the last remnants of the carbon layer are removed. Furthermore, the minima and maxima in the surface roughness coincide for the Ar/H_2 and Ar/D_2 plasmas, but runs out of phase after ∼2 min for the Ar/H_2:BG plasma. This delay in the roughness evolution corresponds with the lower etch rate for the Ar/H_2:BG plasma, relative to the Ar/H_2 and Ar/D_2 plasmas. The roughness evolution for both pure and mixed plasma systems will be further discussed in Sec. VI.

VI. DISCUSSION

The discussion has been divided into two parts. Etch rates as well as ion and radical fluxes are compared for the pure hydrogen and mixed argon plasma systems in part one. A qualitative explanation for the etching mechanisms in these plasma systems are likewise formulated in this part, with the understanding that the processes and variables involved in plasma-surface interactions are — even if only due to the wide range in properties of amorphous carbon — numerous and intrinsically interconnected.

The roughness evolution during a-C:H etching is discussed in part two of this section.

A. Etch mechanism

The etch rate of a-C:H as well as the incident ion and radical flux in both Ar/H_2 and H_2 plasmas have been determined in the experimental results for a range of background pressures and substrate temperatures. These plasma systems are compared in Table III for a substrate temperature of 514 K and a 100 Pa background pressure. The etch rate in a pure argon plasma, which has not been discussed in Sec. V, is given as reference. Table III shows that the etch rate in an Ar/H_2 plasma exceeds the etch rate in both a pure H_2 and a pure Ar plasma by an order of magnitude. This also applies to the sum of the etch rates in these pure plasma systems. The ion flux is likewise 1–2 orders higher in an Ar/H_2 plasma compared to a pure H_2 plasma, whereas the atomic H flux decreases by a factor of 3 or more. Even so, the etch rate in an Ar plasma remains low despite the much higher Ar^+ ion flux and an absence of atomic H. These results indicate a synergistic effect between Ar^+ ions and atomic H in a-C:H etching. Atomic H, as was previously discussed in Sec. V B for a H_2 plasma, plays a dominant role in these expanding thermal plasmas. Section V B furthermore showed that hydrogen ions in a pure H_2 plasma do play a role in a-C:H etching, even though in our case they make up less than 0.02% of the total incident flux. To put this in perspective, the ion flux in an Ar/H_2 plasma is about 0.5% of the total flux. This allows for the possibility of a synergistic effect in a pure H_2 plasma as well.

Physical and chemical sputtering can immediately be ruled out as a possible etch mechanism due to the low ion energies involved in these plasmas. The ion energy distribution function at floating potential has a peak around 1–2 eV, whereas the C-C and C-H bonds have a binding energy of about 3–5 eV. An alternative synergistic etch mechanism is ion-assisted chemical erosion. The yield of 10^{-2} determined in Sec. IV C for an Ar/H_2 plasma is in line with the yields (10^{-3} to 1) found in literature for ion-assisted chemical erosion, thereby considering the variety in ion energies and fluxes. Ion-assisted chemical erosion — but also chemical erosion — in a pure H_2 plasma has however much higher yield values in literature than the 2 × 10^{-3} found in this work. Lower yields, thus lower etch rates, can be attributed to changes in surface roughness, composition (i.e. sp^2 to sp^3 ratio) and surface coverage during etching. A decrease in etch rate, associated with an increasing surface roughness, has been established in Sec. V B. This will be further expanded upon in Sec. VI B.

TABLE III. The etch rate and flux for different plasma systems at a substrate temperature of 514 K. The arc current and background pressure are 60 A and 100 Pa, respectively, for all systems. BG indicates gas injection directly in the background of the reactor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma conditions</th>
<th>Etch rate (nm/min)</th>
<th>Ion flux (m^2 s^-1)</th>
<th>Radical flux (m^2 s^-1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar</td>
<td>∼7</td>
<td>1.4 × 10^{22}</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs H_2 (BG)</td>
<td>∼198</td>
<td>1.1 × 10^{20}</td>
<td>2.3 × 10^{22}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs Ar, 1 sccs H_2 (arc)</td>
<td>∼335</td>
<td>8.5 × 10^{19}</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 sccs H_2</td>
<td>∼21</td>
<td>4.4 × 10^{18}</td>
<td>7.8 × 10^{22}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H_2 injection through the arc, rather than directly in the reactor, is furthermore expected to yield a higher H flux in an Ar/H_2 plasma.
The activation energy of $\sim 0.2 - 0.3$ eV in both Ar/H$_2$ and H$_2$ plasmas is likewise lower than previously reported values for both chemical erosion (1.6 – 2.5 eV) and ion-assisted chemical erosion ($\sim 0.6$ eV) of a-C:H or graphite. As mentioned earlier in Sec. II, the energy gain due to relaxation of the carbon network during the erosion process leads to a reduced activation energy compared to the binding energy. Differences in the initial configuration of the a-C:H-network, i.e., the sample characteristics in terms of the density or sp$^2$ to sp$^3$ ratio, can therefore affect the activation energy and etch rate. Changes in the surface roughness or sp$^2$ to sp$^3$ ratio during etching can likewise alter the binding network and, therefore, influence the activation energy.\(^{15,85}\) In ion-assisted chemical erosion, the activation energy can be provided—in whole or partially—by the kinetic or recombination energy of the incident ion. It is thus likewise conceivable that the activation energy is affected by the composition of the incident ion flux (Ar$^+$ to H$^+$ ratio) in addition to the recombination energy and chemical reactivity of each ion species.

It is furthermore entirely possible that a significantly lower activation energy, as determined in this paper, indicates an alternative or secondary erosion mechanism. A large drop in etch rate can moreover be seen around 350 K in Fig. 7, which is expected to occur closer to 400 K if chemical erosion is the only etch mechanism involved. Swift chemical sputtering is a third etch mechanism known to occur for very low ion energies which could explain the observed erosion below 400 K.\(^{52,55,56}\) SCS has, however, no inherent temperature dependent etch rate and has only been observed in numerical modelling for very high H fluxes (up to $10^{29}$ m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$).\(^{55}\) Whether SCS partakes in these low energetic, high flux hydrogen plasmas is a dispute that requires further microscopic investigation and numerical modelling. Though, such an investigation falls outside the scope of this paper. The influence, if any, of the ion flux composition on the activation energy can likewise be a point of interest for future experimental work.

B. Surface roughness

Intense ion bombardment of a-C:H in deposition studies has shown a decreasing surface roughness with increasing ion energy up to around 50 eV, after which the surface roughness remained smooth (<2 nm) up to 10 keV.\(^{88-91}\) Thermal spikes at the surface caused by the recombination energy of low energetic ions with an electron promote the surface mobility of existing sp$^2$ groups and graphitization of the material.\(^{92-94}\) Suppression of the sp$^3$ bonding by these low energy Ar$^+$ and C$^+$ ions is associated with a rough surface.\(^{89,90}\) An increased substrate temperature (> 450 K) likewise promotes surface mobility and thus surface roughness.\(^{88,89,93,95}\) A higher sp$^3$ fraction and more interconnected carbon furthermore leads to lower etch rates, even though atomic H preferentially attack sp$^3$ over sp$^2$ sites.\(^{27,93}\) The (initial) sp$^2$ content of the material is therefore an important factor in whether additional atomic H etching during (or after) deposition results in either an increase or decrease of the surface roughness. Regardless thereof, the reported surface roughness after deposition (or post-deposition treatment) is on the order of nanometers.\(^{88,94,96}\)

A surface roughness of a few nanometers is of the same order as the roughness found in this work during Ar/H$_2$ (or Ar/D$_2$) plasma etching. The roughness in a pure H$_2$ plasma on the other hand increased strongly as established in Sec. V B. The etch rate, moreover, decreased once a larger surface roughness was developed. These are surprising results since higher surface exposure and H trapping within the roughness layer should increase the etch rate as well as the roughness roughness.\(^{83,97}\) The following additional effects have to be taken into account to understand both the etch rate and the roughness.

First, H saturation of the a-C:H surface in a high flux regime decreases the carbon collision cross section.\(^{38,51,52,98}\) H shielding, therefore, lowers the etch rate.

Second, graphite is known to have a high surface-recombination probability (up to 80%) for atomic H in the energy regime (0.05 – 0.9 eV) of our etch plasmas.\(^{99,100}\) Since molecular hydrogen does not etch carbon,\(^{101}\) a similarly high recombination probability for a-C:H would likewise contribute to a decrease in the etch rate. A high surface roughness, moreover, implies that hydrogen conversion occurs preferentially within the trenches and valleys of the roughness layer. This should however lead to a flattening of the surface roughness or at the very least place a limit on the size of the surface roughness. This effect is a possible explanation for the observed roughness fluctuation of about 1 nm during Ar/H$_2$ etching, but not for the extreme surface roughness measured during pure H$_2$ etching.

Third, the etch rate is affected by changes in the material composition. As stated earlier, graphitic (i.e., sp$^3$ rich) has a lower etch rate than diamond-like (i.e., sp$^2$ poor) amorphous carbon.\(^{27}\) Local variations in the sp$^3$ content as well as the formation of graphitic clusters lead to a roughness development.\(^{92,93}\) These graphitic clusters act as a capping layer, similar to a-Si patches in c-Si etching (Fig. 11).\(^{83}\) The incident ions promote graphitization via thermal spikes due to ion recombination with an electron, but likewise enhance the roughness.
erection rate as evident from the synergistic effect in the Ar/H₂ plasmas. The two extremes, as an illustration, are purely graphitization by the low amount of ions in a H₂ plasma and purely an enhanced etch rate by the high ion flux in Ar/H₂ plasmas. A low ion flux incident to the hills and upper parts of the sidewalls of the roughness layer will consequently smooth the layer, as visualized in Fig. 11, whereas a large ion flux will smoothen it. The opening angle—through which ions or radicals can reach the surface—is larger on the hill tops than within the valleys, thereby creating an imbalance in the flux between hills and valleys (Fig. 11). H⁺ ions have furthermore a reflection coefficient below 0.2 around 1 eV, with a maximum of ~0.6 around 5 eV.³⁹ The atomic H reflection is expected to be higher, up to 0.8, depending on the kinetic energy and angle of incidence.²¹,¹⁰²,¹⁰³ More radicals than ions, percentage wise, will thus reach the valleys. This strengthens the view that ions primarily affect the hills and upper parts of the sidewalls of the roughness layer. The mechanism described in this last point explains the roughness evolution observed for both H₂ and Ar/H₂ plasmas.

VII. SUMMARY

Hydrogenated amorphous carbon thin films were successfully etched with both ions and neutrals far below the threshold of physical sputtering and even below the required energy to break C-C and C-H bonds (~3—5 eV). Moreover, the experimental results indicated a synergistic effect in the etch rate for Ar/H₂ and Ar/D₂ plasmas. Ion-assisted chemical sputtering is the primary etch mechanism in these low-energetic high flux plasmas. Lower etch yields in pure H₂ plasmas are attributed to H shielding of the α-C:H surface. The etch rate at low substrate temperatures furthermore suggests a contribution of soft chemical sputtering. Further studies (on the microscopic level) are however required to resolve this issue. Last, thermal spikes at the surface caused by the recombination energy of incident ions with electrons lead to graphitization and determine to a large extent the surface morphology during plasma etching.
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